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Mutilated Checkerboard Problem:
Consider a normal chess board of 8 x 8 squares, from which two squares, in
opposite corners, have been removed. The task is to cover the remaining
squares with dominoes with no overlap. Each domino covers exactly two
squares.

Goal of the Project:
The goal of this game is to teach the use of metaphor and abstraction as tools for
problem solving. Using the Mutilated Checkerboard problem, and the assistance
of Walter, your butler, the game will slowly lead you to try and associate bread
and butter with the mutilated checkerboard to help the player grasp the concept
of metaphor and creative problem solving to determine the solution to the game.
The goal is teach an element of the creative process, not to help facilitate
creativity.

Game Overview:
When you come home the Secret Society of Mystery has delivered to you a
riddle that you must solve by midnight. You are given a checkerboard with two
opposite corners cut off and 1 domino piece the size of two board squares. Your
butler, Walter, slowly guides you to solve the riddle through dialogue and a
hidden object game to pick out the items that don't fit.

Genre:
Hidden Object/Puzzle game.

Target Platform:
Internet Flash game. Mix of 2D and 3D art. The main game with the
checkerboard is in 3D while the hidden object game is 2D.

Appeal/Target Audience:
This game is targeted towards middle school and high school students.

Average Play Time:
30 Minutes – 1 Hour.

Unique Selling Points:
It is an educational game that is easily accessible. It also teaches something that
is currently not being taught in our current school systems.

Setting:
The game takes place in the early 20th century London architecture. Stylistically
similar to Sherlock Holmes.

Art Style:
The art style is stylized realism. The color pallet is muted brown and yellow tones
with red, green, and gold accents. The atmosphere is quite and secluded, but
contemplative. The dark tones are used to close off the environment and provide
focus, not to provide a sense of claustrophobia.

Reference from Cate West. Good reference for color pallet. The mood is too
haunting. Ignore Objects in the image.

Gameplay Flow Walkthrough:
The screen fades in from black into the study of the apartment. Facing the desk.
On the desk is the Chessboard, a Domino, a clock and a letter on top of the
board. In the right corner is a window and Walter is casually looking outside.

Walter turns around and introduces the character to the problem though voiced
dialogue with subtitles.
“Ah, Welcome home. It seems the Secret Society of Mystery has a new
challenge for you to solve. It's called the Mutilated Checkerboard. The letter
reveals more information.”
The letter glows slightly denoting an interaction. Clicking the letter changes the
view to an overhead view of the desk as an animation of the letter opening plays
and an echoed voice reads it allowed slowly.

The Letter Says:
Good Evening,
We at the Society have a new challenge for you to solve.
Consider a normal chess board of 8 x 8 squares, from which two
squares, in opposite corners, have been removed. Your task is to cover
the remaining squares with dominoes with no overlap. Each domino
covers exactly two squares.
How can this be done?
Is it even possible?
Good Luck.

ps. You only have until midnight tonight to complete this task.

Clicking outside the letter will close the letter and place it on the side of the board
on the desk.

The clock reveals that it is 8pm. The clock moves at a faster rate then in real life.
That rate is TBD.
The player may now start clicking and dragging the domino. Double clicking the
domino rotates it 90 degrees clockwise.
Clicking the clock brings it into focus.

Clicking the Letter re-opens the letter. No voice over is played this time.
After a TBD amount of real time when the game clock reaches 9pm, Walter will
offer you to take a break.
“It looks like you may need a break. Come help me clean the living area. It will
give you a chance to step away from the problem and look at it with fresh eyes.”
An arrow pointing to the right glows to denote interaction. The player may
continue interacting with the domino. Clicking the arrow screen wipes from right
to left revealing the hidden object game.

Reference Image: Cate West
HIDDEN OBJECT GAME:
The environment is of the living room including a couch, a bookshelf, etc. The
environment is messy with books, clothes and blankets scattered. A subtitle
explains that clicking on the messy item will tidy up that item and clicking the
arrow ends the mini-game returning to the previous screen with a screen wipe
from left to right.
Clicking the pile of clothes on the couch reveals a pink paint bucket. Tidying up
the books below the lamp table reveals a blue paint bucket.
Clicking either paint bucket causes Walter to say the following:
“Now what's that doing there. You know, I think there might be another paint
bucket hidden somewhere as well.”
After clicking both Walter says:
“I think I can handle the rest. You might want to get back to work.”
Once the player ends the mini-game one of three dialogue options is played.
If no paint bucket's found:

“I think I've lost something that does not belong, could you please help me find
it.”
If 1 paint bucket is found:
“I think there's still another another paint bucket. Please help me find it before it
makes a complete mess of things.”
If 2 paint buckets are found:
“hmm, I wonder if these could be useful for your problem.”
Every TBD minutes real time, Walter repeats his dialogue option if the paint
buckets haven't been clicked.
On the desk the paint buckets sit below the clock that now reads 9:30pm.
Clicking the pink bucket paints all the black squares pink. Clicking on the blue
paint bucket paints all the white squares blue.
“Interesting. I wonder if changing the colors will help you solve the challenge.”

After another TBD amount of real and TBD amount of game time an arrow
pointing left shows up and Walter says the following:
“It looks like the living area is all cleaned up. If you need another break I could
use some help in the kitchen area.”
Clicking the arrow opens up another hidden object game in the kitchen.

Just as before clicking messy items cleans it up. There is also hidden bread and
butter just as there was pink and blue paint buckets in the living area.
Clicking the bread first causes Walter to say the following:
“I bet you there's something laying around to make this bread taste better.”
Click the butter first causes Walter to say the following”
“I bet you there's something to put that butter on.”
After clicking both Walter says:
“I think I can handle the rest. You might want to get back to work.”
Once the player ends the mini-game one of three dialogue options is played.
If neither is found:
“I know there's items that need to be cleaned up, but I can't seem to find them. If
you can spare some time I could use your help”
If the bread is found but not the butter:
“I know if the bread has been left out there's something else to put on the butter.”
If the butter is found but not the bread:
“I know if the butter has been left out there must be something to spread the
butter on left out.”
If both objects are found:
“These are probably too old to make a sandwich, but maybe this can help you
work on the problem somehow.”
Every TBD minutes real time, Walter repeats his dialogue option if the objects
haven't been found.
On the desk the bread and butter sit below the clock that now reads 10:00pm.
Clicking the bread changes the blue tiles into pieces of bread. Clicking on the
butter changes all the pink tiles to small amounts of butter.

“These are probably too old to make a sandwich, but maybe this can help you
work on the problem somehow.”
After a TBD amount of game time and TBD amount of real time the clock reveals
it to be 10:30pm. Walter says the following:
“Is it just me or does putting the dominos on top of each bread and butter make a
little sandwich. Do you think we can make little sandwiches with every piece of
bread and butter?”
After a TBD amount of game time and a TBD amount of real time the clock
reveals it to be midnight as the grandfather clock noise strikes.
“You know, I think there's more butter then there is bread. And I don't think you
can cover two butters with a domino.”
The phone rings and Walter picks it up.
“Good Evening.”
“Sir, it's the society and they are awaiting your answer. Is it possible to cover the
board with dominos without any hanging off or overlapping?”
A dialogue box appears letting the player choose the answer with options:
“Yes, it is possible.” or “No, it is not possible.”
If the player chooses “Yes, it is possible.” Walter says:
“I'm sorry Sir, it looks like that was the incorrect answer. The Society has hung

up.”
If the player chooses “No, it is not possible.” Walter says:
“Congratulations, Sir. It looks like that was the correct answer. The Society is
pleased, but something tells me The Secret Society of Mystery has more in store
for you in the future.”
“If it wasn't for the bread and butter I don't think I would have been able to see
that there was not enough bread on the board and thus no way to solve the
problem.”
Screen fades to black.

Controls:
All interactions take place using the mouse. Left Click interacts with the object.

Win/Loose Condition:
There is no loose condition only an end state. The game is supposed to guide
the player to the final point without causing the game to

Save/Load:
This game has no saving and loading system. It is a one shot experience.

Characters:
Player Character:
Ambiguous Identity. Motivated to join The Secret Society of Mystery.
Walter:
Name: Walter
Age: Mid 40s
Gender: Male
Height: 5'7
Weight: 185lbs
Built: Slender
Physical handicaps: None
Birth place: London, England
Cultural/ethnical backgrounds: British
IQ: Moderate Intelligence.
Career: Butler
Education: Some high school. Street smarts.
Financial status: Moderately well off.

Social status: Respected Servant
Clothes: Suit
Sense of humor: Dry
Hopes and dreams: Content in being an aid to the player character's successes
Values: Strong fatherly instincts.
References: Alfred from the Batman Franchise.

Environment:
The Environment is an early 20th century apartment in London, England. It is an
apartment that is messy, but cleaned by a personal butler. It is a moderate sized
one bedroom apartment designed for a moderately wealthy person. The study is
fairly well kept while the other areas are very densely populated with objects.
Three rooms are shown in the game. The study, the living area, and the kitchen.

Interface:
There is no HUD. The arrows pointing to the different rooms are the only nondiegetic elements. All other interactive elements are integrated into the
environment.
The desk has all traditional inventory items needed.

Menus:
Main Menu contains play, options, credits and feedback.
Play:
Enters the Gameplay Flow Walkthrough.
Options:
Music, SFX, and Dialogue Volume.
Credits:
List of people responsible for the creation of the game.
Feedback:
This is a submittable form that allows the player to voice their opinions.
Questions should include if and when they came to the realization of the riddle's
solution, and if they feel the abstract elements and hidden object game helped in
coming to that resolution.

Sound:
Ambience:
Density of the space: Small to mid sized apartment.
Dominant Colors: Browns, highlighted by yellow lighting, green and red accents.
Surface quality:
Study – Highly reflective walls, ceilings, and objects.
Living room – Reflective walls and floors with cloth seating.
Kitchen – Highly reflective surfaces and objects.
Mood: Inspiring, contemplative. Low intensity.
Ex: Sound of Walter walking around on wood floor.
Music:
Historical Significance (Time): Early 20th century.
Region of location (Place): London
What does the mood imply? Low stress, but with a purpose
What entity is related to the music? A reflection of the character trying to solve
the riddle
Ex: Classical guitar with simple melodies.
Voiced Dialogue:
see Gameplay Flow Walkthrough.
Sound Effects:
see Art Asset List.

Immediate Design Flaws:
If they never figure out the solution to the problem then the entire point of the
game is lost.
If they solve the problem too early the entire point of the game is lost.
The “Eureka” moment has not been demystified enough to translate into a logical
structure. Trying to cause an “ah-ha” moment for a large number of players is
difficult.
Using elements of “flow” to try and cause a “Eureka” moment is not the most
conducive way for this to happen.

Possible Solutions to Immediate Design Flaws:
Shrink the size of the board to 4 x 4.
Show the two white corner pieces.

References:
http://www.it.bton.ac.uk/staff/lp22/CS237/semnet/sld020.htm
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/creative/node2.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIom5aZLI10 (1:06)
Cate West: http://www.catewest.com/
Mario Paint: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_Paint
Halo Warthog Jump: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGQIQljaAc0 (0:40)

Required Team:
1 Programmer - Responsible for all the game code
1 Artist – Responsible for all the game art
1 Designer – Responsible for the design of the game and the relationship
between creativity and interaction.
1 Tester Leader – This project requires constanst feedback and tunning. This
person is responsible for getting player feedback and working with the Designer
to make the needed changes to better understand the target market.

Schedule:
3 months of production building the game up to the point listed in this document.
3 – 6 months of testing and reiteration.

Art Asset List:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background Study:
◦ Window
◦ Grandfather clock
◦ Bookshelf
◦ Telephone
Background – Living
Background – Kitchen
Board – Black/White
Board – Blue/Pink
Board – Bread/Butter
Domino
Desk
Lamp
Letter closed
Letter open
Clock
Blue paint bucket
Pink paint bucket
Bread

•
•

Butter
Walter

